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Yet another brand new model from the drafting board and research-development at Marlow Yachts will be 

introduced by Marlow Yachts at the Miami International Boat Show.  The Marlow Explorer 62E is the first of 

a new series whose innovations, quality, technology, seaworthiness and voyaging capability will set new 

standards for the industry at large.  Our philosophy and credo is each hull better than the one before.  It is 

clearly evident that the bright minds at Marlow continue to live up to their philosophy and the call for 

excellence with innovation. 

The 62E features a beam of 19’6”, approximately one foot additional compared to the ever-popular Marlow 

Explorer 61E, thus making every area of the vessel, both interior and exterior larger.  She carries an additional 

200+ in fuel capacity and draws 4” less water due to the innovative design of engines placement and reduced 

shaft angle which have increased speed by 5% and fuel economy by approximately 10%, increasing her 

already industry leading performance and range. Simply put, no other similar yacht approaches these 

standards. 

 

The transom and cockpit are a new design featuring a wide and easily navigated center staircase to the 

spacious aft deck.  The single center staircase significantly increases the lazarette volume and allows two L-

shaped settees on the aft deck each with its own table.  More seating and table, while using less space, allows 

for everyone during their cocktail happy hour to see each other rather than craning their necks to see their 

guests during conversations, at the same time adding an additional two places of table settings. 

 

Below, the new 62 exemplifies the company motto that states Sometimes Words are Simply Inadequate”, as 

the interior volume, comfort and conveniences rival other yachts over ten feet longer. Featuring superb, 

flawless joinery equal to or greater than that seen in the Renaissance Period executed in exotic woods and 

fabrics from around the world, all of World Class Quality. 

 

Marlow Yachts enjoy the highest rating available under CE Ocean Class yachts but also feature “unrestricted 

navigation” certificates issued by Bureau VERITAS after microscopic inspection and testing of our 

proprietary Full Stack Infusion® process that verifies no other technology equals this exciting breakthrough 

in strength or durability. Nothing less than a leisurely viewing of this exciting new model can describe it’s 

ground breaking features and performance. 

As casual observers are often heard to exclaim “It must be a Marlow!”  

Please visit us during the Miami International Boat Show at the Sea Isle Marina, Biscayne Bay, Pier 1 
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Marlow Explorer 62E Specifications 

Centerline: 62’10” 

LOA: 70’2” 

Beam: 19’6” 

Draft: 4’10” 

Fuel Capacity 1700 US gallons 

Water Capacity 400 US Gallons 

Black Water Capacity 100 gallons 

Grey Water Capacity 100 gallons 

North American and International Inquiries: 

Web: www.marlowyachts.com 

Email: sales@marlowyachts.com 

Phone: 800-362-2657  
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